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We consider an eight-dimensional gravitational theory, which possesses a principle fiber
bundle structure, with Lorentz-scala¡ fields coupled to the metric. One of them plays
the role of a Higgs field a¡¡d the other one of a dilaton field. The effective cosmological
constant is interpreted as a Higgs potential. As usual we introduce by hand the Yukawa
couplings. The extra dimensions are a SU(2)¿ x U(l)y x SU(2)a group manifold. A
Dirac field is coupled to the metric. As a result, we obta.in an efrective four-dimensional
theory which contains all couplings of a Weinberg-Salam-Glashow theory in a curved
space-time. The true masses of the gauge bosons and of the first two fermions families
are given by the theory.

1. Introduction

Interest in higher-dimensional theories has never disappeared, it has waned and
waxed but has never ceased. Recentl¡ one of the authorsl-3 has analyzed the
problem of the explanation for the mass of some elementary particles in the context
of higher-dimensional models. In particular,2 a five.dimensional model was studied,
where a scalar field coupled to the metric could play the role of a Higgs field. In
a further work,3 the fermionic sector of higher-dimensional theories was studied,
this fermionic sector consisted of the first fundamental families, the space-time wa.s

endowed with the internal symmetry that corresponds to that of the U(1) x SU(2)
group. It is noteworthy to mention that in this work there are no scalax fields at
all. Unfortunately, the results yielded ma.sses that showed some problems, namely,

the neutrino is massive whereas the gauge fields associated to the weak interaction
axe massless and the ratio between the leptonic and hadronic masses is one third,
a result clearly denied by the experiment. It must be mentioned that the fifth
dimension, precisely, the radius of the ^91 circle, is the only par¿uneter of the extra
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dimensions involved in the masses of the fermionic sector, that is, the ,93 sphere has
no influence at all in these masses.

It seems that one of the most natural steps to be taken in the pursuit of this
line of thought is the introduction of dilaton fields that could play the role of a
Higgs field and thereby could yield the terms that a¡e necessary to solve some of
the aforementioned problems.

To consider non-Abelian symmetriesa,s we could just take the structure of the
principal fiber bundle for the whole space-time. In this case we do not need to
assume any spatial dependence on the metric components. If we want to intro-
duce the electroweak interactions the structure of the principal fiber bundle is
G - P --n 84, where Ba is a four-dimensional Riemannian manifold and the fiber
is assumed to be the group manifold of a compact non-Abelian group G, that for
the particular case that comprises the electroweak interaction must be at least four-
dimensional. When this is combined with the four-dimensional space-time part, we
a¡e led to a gravity theory which is at least eight-dimensional. The line element takes
the forms'6'7

¿s2 = gr,(n)drpd,r" - h(r)2 farí + nL;Lar@¡aruf2

- t@)t I@)1¡¡@) [dyt + nL-t n,(s)Afi(r)itrpl2 ,

where,y¿¡ is the metric tensor on the group manifold of G and the functions nifu) are
Killing vectors on G. The fields , fi(c) are gauge fields of an arbitrary non-Abelian
gauge group as components of the gravitational field in 4 + n dimensions.

In the efective four-dimensional theor¡ the gauge transformations are a remnant
of the original coordinate inva¡iance group in 4 * r¿ dimensions, which has been
spontaneously broken down through dimensional reduction to the symmetries of the
four-dimensional coordinate transformation group and a local gauge group; h(r)
and /(r) a¡e Lorentzian scalar fields, precising -I1 can be identified with a dilatonic
field while .[ has isospin structure. These two fields depend only on the space-time
coordinates. The most obvious step to be taken here is to consider both fields, -Í1

and r, as isoscalar fields. unfortunately, if this is done then the problems of the
earlier work stand and we must dismiss this possibility.

In the present paper we construct an eight-dimensional space-time, where the
new coordinates yi have to be interpreted as a parametrization of the manifold of
the non-Abelian group SU(2)¿ x U(l). The group manifold of SU(2)¿ is the sphere
,S3 and that of U(1) is the circle Sr. Therefore the space 

^91 
x 53 has the desired

U(1) x SU(2)¿ x SU¿(2) symmetry8 and it is the natural manifold for this group. In
this framework we investigate an eight-dimensional gravity theory with two fields
coupled to the metric [see (2.1)], which possesses a principal fiber bundle structure,
where.Il(c) is a singlet with respect to U(1) x SU(2)¿; namely, it is a dilaton field
with its usual linear vacuum behavior, in which it tends to a constant value, but
/(o) is now endowed with an isospin structure. A Dirac field is coupled to the
metric one; this field contains the first two fermionic families, i.e.

( 1.1)
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,ltn = , th2o = t &= lr2r3r4. (1.2)

A potential term related to the field r(r) that contains a mass and qua^rtic self-
interaction terms is introduced. It behaves as the effective four-dimensional cos-
mological constant; in other words the four-dimensional cosmological constant may
be identified with this potential.e'lo By hand, we introduce Yukawa terms, which
consist of two contributions; namely, the preonic one, which compensates the pre-
onic contribution of the fifth dimension that leads to nonphysical results and the
usual Yukawa coupling which generates through GIM mechanism the true fermionic
masses. This means that the group structure of the right-hand part is U(1).
Through the spontaneous symmetry breaking of the U(1) x SU(2)¿ symmetry of
our Lagrangian and employing Weinberg decomposition we achieve mass terms for
the gauge fields related to the weak interaction as well for the electron, muon, I, c,
tr,, and d quarks, whereas the gauge field related to the electromagnetic interaction
remains massless. The ZrW+ and,I,7- bosons acquire mass and their masses are in
accord with the usual relations in the four-dimensional Weinberg-Salam-Glashow
theory; namel5 the ratio between the mass of. the Z boson and that of the 17+ or
W- is cos-2ew, where dyy stands for the Weinberg angle. Through the process

of symmetry breaking the fermionic sector acquires mass, but there is a mass term
related to both of our neutrinos that does not come from symmetry breaking. Once
again2'3 it is the influence of the fifth dimension, which produce the preonic masses

of the electron, muon, 7r,, s, c and d quarks.

We may conclude that for the electron, muon, rL, s, c, and d quarks, the mass

term contains two contributions - one comes from symmetry breaking and the
other one emerges from the presence of the radius of the fifth dimension - as a
consequence of the dimensional reduction and must be cancelled by the Yukawa
couplings. This applies as well for the neutrinos.

As usual,2'3 as a consequence of the dimensional reduction, in the four-
dimensional effective theory Pauli terms emerge. They may be understood as an
anomalous weak momeutum and an anomalous electromagnetic momentum. In
other words in this theory the neutrino has no electric charge, but it generates an
electromagnetic field and this fact may be seen in the pola^rization currents that
emerge in the Ya,ng-Mills equations. This paper is easily extended to include the
third fundamental family,

tbso = (1.3)

This work is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we construct the scalar curvature.
In Sec. 3 we build the eight-dimensional Dirac-Lagrangian density. In Sec. 4 we
calculate the Yukawa couplings and afterward carry out the breaking of symmetry.

(?)('l

(i)
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In Sec. 5 we perform the dimensional reduction and obtain the field equations.
section 6 contains weinberg decomposition of the field equations by means of the
mixing angle and the ensuing results are then discussed.

2. Scalar Curvature

The local principal fiber bundle line element for the product space-time Ma x G,
with M¿ C .B4 is

where p, u¡...=0,1,2,3;irjr...:5,6,7,8;a,0,...= group indices. As usual, we
identify gpv with the metric of the four-dimensional space-time, ?¿r (y) is the Killing
metric on ,91 x 53, KL@) are the Killing vectors and, Afi(r) the corresponding gauge
fields, .I1(z), is a dilaton field while /(r) is an isospin quadruplet. We adopt the
higher dimensional analogue of the Einstein-Dirac-Higgs action

¿s2 = gr,(n)drpd,r" - It(r)2 fars + nt;r Bu@)drufz

- r@)t t@)1¡¡@)lda, + nL-rxi@)Ai,@)itxpl2 ,

,"= I o^. I anutlal*(ie+v(r) +n) + c"]

vQ) = Ar, r+ |{rrr)' ,

ér(r,y)-0r,-llixiar,

(2.1)

(2.3)

(2.7)

(2.2)

to be the basic action. Here R is the eight-dimensional scalar curra,ture, V(/) is a
Higgs potential term given as followse'ro:

and Lo is a straightforward generalization in eight dimensions of the well-known
four-dimensional Dirac-Lagrangian densit¡ which will be seen in the next section,
whereas Y, denotes the Yukawa term

Y" = h(LIn+ Rl L) ,

and V is the volume of the internal space.

We are going to employ the horizontal lift basis (Hln¡0,tt

A':dr',

which contains no reference at all of the internal space, and

Ai : dui + frils¡ei@)irx"
as basis one-forms. The basis dual to (2.5) and (2.6) is

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)
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é¿(s) = o¿. (2.8)

On dimensional grounds we introduce the length scales -D-r y Lrt of. ^93 and 
^91

respectively. The metric in this basis is simply

wo = (s*(a) -i,rr)
The eight-dimensional curvature scalar is given by

(2.e)

(2.10)

(2.11)

or explicitly

where.R is the scala¡ curvature of. Mt and. fl"s is the scala¡ curvature of ,9r x 53,

which is defined by
R"" : -1ói Rk*, , Q.L2)

so that .R"s ) 0 for the sphere. Here we have gs5 = I?L? and, g¡¡ - 121¡j.

3. Eight-Dimensional Diraelagrangian Density

In order to calculate explicitly the Dirac-Lagrangian density and the scala¡ curva"

ture we need the Killing vectors associated to the internal space 51 x ,93, which
determine the metric 'Ii¡, through the expressio\'lii = KioKi o.

As basis for the tangent bundle of 51,12'13 we use the vector d5 and for the
tangent bundle of ^93 the three Killing vectors which can be written in terms
of the Euler angles (0, p,rlt).

Ks = trrds, (3.1)

Ka = L[costldp - sinr/(cot|1a - csc0óo)], (3.2)

Kz = LÍsinltfle * cost!(cot00.¡, - csc00)1, (3.3)

Ka = Líp. (3.4)

(Note that y6 = 0, Y7 = p, y8 = r!). Thus the Killing metric T¡ for 51 x ,S3 may

be easily evaluated. It is found to be

(3.5)

p = gpeR))* + gpeR.k p*o - gii k^;t¡ - g'i ñr*j ,

R= R* hr* +2(a,ln.t1)(d"ln.I1) * fi@,r,)to"r)
* 

!^'g7r*' Fp, + It I FoP' Fot ,) ,

tLz, o o o \
lo'L2 o o I"tij=l o o L2 L2cosll'
\o o L2coso L2 I
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We can now calculate the achtbein necessary to introduce spinors, in the HLB.
The achtbein like the metric is simply the block diagonal

/"A, o o o o

"^.=("?"q,)= (T 'í' + Jr", r+r) (s6,

Here eArsatisfy (Á,..., fu,... = 0, 1,2,...,8) the usual relation.

0i", = "Ao"Érquu, (3'7)

with r7¡g - diag (+1, -1,..., -L) and eAu,"(!) 
^r" 

the vierbeins which satisfy the
usual algebra

1p,=ef;ef;r¡as, (3.8)

Ti = ef) 
"1t¡ 

/,r, , (3.9)

respectively. The spin covaria¡t derivative is defined by

Y ¡!¡n,t = (é'¡" *lp)lt¡a,r. (3.10)

Here fp are the spin connections

io=ie! e6o.roAÉ , (3.1r)

with
oAB -fFÁ,rÉ]. (s.12)

The size of the eight-dimensional spinors is sixteen. Let 1A and 7e denote the
Dirac matrices on M¿ and.91 x ,S3 respectively. Then we may take the Dirac
matrices on Ma x ,9r x ^93 to be given by the following tensor products:

lA=I&,,14, A=0,1,2,9, 
(a.18)

1.k:7rO?5, k=5,6,7,8,

where i5 is the usual.ys-matrix on Ma. The matrices in (3.13) satisfy

{rá, rÉ} - 2nAB. (s.14)

Herc 1A are the usual four-dimensional Dirac matrices and 1k arc given by

t'=('ot -?r) , 
,,'=(-0,, Í)'r:6,7,8' (3'r5)
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The eight-dimensional Dirac-Lagrangian density is defined by

2

Lp =Df,{Vt+a "f vpv¡r, - "; voúir'tÁiú¡¿)
j=r

2

+li|LÍ'in ^ "Í VplP¡n -e; voúinlÁlú¡n), (s.16)
j=I

where !fj.z, is the left-hand part and iú¡n is the right-hand part of our two funda-

mental families and the covariant derivatives for iÚ¡n and ü¡r, are given by

v,ú ¡n = 
lu, - t",uu+ r,] vrn ,

Y uv ¡t= [u, 
- *r",uu - freTx'.ar+ r,] viz .

We choose the following ci dependence for the left part of our Dirac spinor in

terms of the Euler angles in 53:

v ¡r,(rp rr;¡ - y-rlz"is,Ytf2"ipr3 12ei|rL /2ei1rr" lz4tr¡(ap) , i = L,2,

where we have

ú*(np) = (',rr) ú2"(rp)= (? )
The right-hand pa,rt of our Dirac fields is a singlet with respect to SU(2). As a

consequence we may choose the following dependence for the right-hand part:

vt ¡n(r*,ui) - y-t12";u6v"l2$¡p(rp), i = 1,2, (3.21)

where ty'¡n = eR¡FR,ItrR,cR¡dR,sn are the right handed singlets.

Here Y¿ is the left handed fermionic hypercharge matrix and IZn are the

corresponding right handed values, and ri a¡e the SU(2) generators which are

given by

/l 0 0 0\ /O 1 0 9\

'r=(i ¡-1,,3),"'=(á 331),(s22)
\o o o -tlsl \o o 1 ol

with Y¡ = -2 for right handed leptons e R, FR, and Y¡ = $ for right handed quarks

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.1e)

(3.20)

tr1,cR and Y¿ = -f for dR,sn.

/0 -i 0 0\ /1 0 0 0\
,,=(i I ó ol .,=fo -1 o ol, (3.2s)

\o o ? -;)' ""=l.3 3 á!,) ' 
\u¿u'
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where ri satisfy the usual SU(2) algebra

lr',ril = 26ii L, lr',rif = 2¡riikro . (3.24)

The form for the hypercha.rge matrix, Y¿ has been selected by convenience
to obtain the correct values of the electric charge, using the Gellman-Nishima
expressionl4

Q=Tr+1,
Q being the electric charge.

4. Yukawa Couplings, GIM Mechanism and Symmetry Breaking

The efective four-dimensional potential is given by

ve) = {U,,t+ }{rrr),,
where we have the isospin quadruplet given by

/d'\r":l!'I
\":)

The Yukawa couplings term for the leptons may be written as

Ey¿ = Grl(v",é,0,0)¡Iep * epll (v",e,0,0)t l

* G2[(v",e,0,0)r,I ¡rn * -¡r¡'II (u.,e,0,0)t¡]

+ Gs[@p, p,0,0) flep + e¡"lt (vu, tr,0,o)Ll

+ é 4[(4.p, p,0,0) r,I u,n + ppII (uu,r¿, 0, 0)l,l .

Consider the matrix C defined by the expression

C =irz.
It is readily seen that if we define Í as

Í=C'Í,
then Í is an isospin quadruplet, but it has as hypercharge matrix
the hypercharge associated to "I.

For the hadronic part, using Cabbibo angle, d", we may introduce the well-known
Cabbibo mixture

(3.25)

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)

the negative of

d. = d cos(0") * s sin(0"),

8c : scos(d") - dsin(0").

(4.6)

(4.7)
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Let us now proceed to carry out the GIM mixturels're ¡n the usual way

lir¿ = Ü1¿ cos(o) - úzrsin(o) ,

Úzt = !úz¿ cos(o) * i[r¿ sin(o) ,

í.rR = urcos(B) - c¿ sin(p) ,

óR = crcos(B) * upsin(p) ,

áa = d.ncos(l) - s¿ sin(7) ,

5n = sR cos(7) * d¡ sin(7) .

(4.8)

These last definitions enable us to write the Yukan'a couplings for the hadronic

part as

Lvn = ér[(0, 0,ú,ii.)¡Idp+ d1lt(0, 0,u,d.)t¡l

+ é6[(0, 0,ú', ii.) ¡I s p+ s¡/t(0, 0, u, it.)I)l

+ éz[(0,0, 8,3")¡Id,p+ d;/t(o,0, c,s.)l,f

+ é8[(0,0,e,3.)7Isp+ s¿.ff (0,0, c,s")t¡,|

+ ée[(0, 0,ú,ii")7iup+ a¿Ít(0,0, u,d.)'rl

+ ér0[(0, o,ú,d,)¡Ícp+ e¿Ít(0, o,u,d,.)t,l

+ ént(0, 0,é,5")¡Íup + a¡Ír(0,0, c, s")!]

+ ór2[(0, 0,E,3)pÍcp+ a¿Ít(0,0, c,s")tr,l.

We know that there is a set of points that render a minimum for our potential,

these points meet the condition

We will now proceed to break the symmetry.ls-l7 As usual, we have two Gold-

stone bosons, namelY dr and de.
Thus, we have the following hypercharge matrix for /:

rotro=Dlogl =a2=-+
j=r

lt 0 o 0\

"=(l s r l)
Consequentl¡ the hypercha"rge matrix of Í is

(4.e)

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.12)'':(l i + i)
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The ground state for the Higgs field is chosen as

r0¡- , io= (4.13)

where r¿2 * m2 = 1; without any loss of generality we may assume nx > 0
and r¿ > 0.

The covariant derivative of the f field is

(';)(*)

(4.r4)

Employing (4.2) and (a.12) in Eq. (4.8), we find that the yukawa term, after
symmetry breaking, for the leptons is given as follows:

Lyt = Gpm(E¡ep * épe¡) * G2am(-p,pttL + -¡t L¡rR) , (4.15)

where G1 and G2 are linear combinations of é¡, with j = 1,2,8,4.
The GIM mechanismls'le allows us to choose the angles a, B and 7 such that

Gs = Gs, Ga : Grc and G11 - Gp = 0, Gs to Gp being linear combinations of
G¡, i = 5,...,12. Therefore we are entitled to cast Eq. (a.9) as

Ly n = G lan(d,¡dp + ilnd,t ) * G6an(S ¡sn * .ins¿)

* GTan(ú,¡ua * ú,¡¿u1) * G6an(é.¡cn * Enct) . (4.16)

In order to achieve the Weinberg-Salam-Glashow model in the low energy limit we
will add to the Yukawa terms a preonic contribution to compensate for the preonic
influence of the fifth dimension on the fermionic ma.sses, which leads to results
excluded by the experimental data.3

5. Dimensional Reduction and Field Equations

we a¡e going to ca¡ry out a conformal transformation in the internal metric a¿¡.
The idea is to isolate General Relativity from the fields 11 and .I. This implies that
the determinant of the internal metric will be taken as the conformal factor. By
this means the determinant of the transformed metric becomes one. This fact leads
us to write

D,r = V, - ;nru,v, - lneTr.fr .

gi¡ = (Ilf sin2 0¡-t sn, .

The new internal metric is written down in the following way:

lqLr, o o o 1

gr,=ltlfsin2a¡-if o I2L2 o o I
r o o I2L2 ptíco"e l. (5.2)

\ o o PL2 cosl I2L2 /

(5.1)
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This could be done in a difrerent manner,20'21 performing two conformal trans-
formations, one in the external and the other in the internal space. The first one

isolates General Relativity from the scalar fields and the second one isolates the
Yang-Mills field strength from these fields. In our case it is enough to perform

only the internal conformal transformation, because we interpret the efective four-
dimensional cosmological constant as the Higgs potential.e'lo

The ensuing achtbein is

l"ou o o o o \

"^o= ("? 
"ü') 

= I I 
ni' fi 

,r;8",* -r,1-g I (53)

\o o o i¿cosl Írsi"$/
The volume element da, in terms of the Euler angles for ,S3 is given as follows:

d,un = ¿y5 tr3 sin| df) dp úh , (5.4)

where 0 < y5 < 2rL1, 0 < 0 S r, 0 < p 32r, 0 S Ib 3 4r y JA =
U--gLrLs sinl.

Performing the integration over 51 and 53 the action (2.2) reduces to

r^ = I o^ru,4{-# l. +2(a,lnrr)(á'ln.I1)* LrJrl@,ü(D"I)

+ It IvQ)l -lo'g7r*'Fp, + II IFop'Fop,) * Lvt * trof

2

*t*t,u"ornlu, - f,o,n,ur - |o,'ti,.+ r,]viz
j=l

2

*DLrr,*"or"lu, - f,ora,vr+ 
r,] vi.

-F-l;"^lu'r," - f,o'a'ú '"Y"t 
- Lnü{!¡zro+ r''úi'] tAÚ ¡r'

+ fi;u, rf5t[¡z - f,nlre\e's 
F,¡"ú ¡ poABf'vir]

- 
Ll;""^lu'r, " 

- f,o' B'Ú ¡ nY'¡' * ú ¡ nt'l rovi"

*#^r,^f'lr¡n -|nIF\{sF,uú¡noAB"'*r"]}, (5.5)
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where .Cy¿ and Ly¡ are given by Eqs. (4.3) and (4.9), respectively. Note that we
have made the substitution

Kfi
n, = ,r, gz = j, (5.6)

where 91, gz arc the U(1) and SU(2) coupling constants respectively.

Now we make the usual identification, namely

n2 = l6rG . (5.7)

Notice that it is possible to elicit, from this four-dimensional action, (i) the
Einstein-Yang-Mills action, (ii) there is also the complete fermionic action of the
WeinberySala^m-Glashow model in a curved space-time, (iii) we have Pauli terms
and mass terms, and (iv) our Higgs field shows up.

Performing the va¡iation with respect to the gauge fields we find that the Yang-
Mills equations turn out to be

(t? pr"), + ffivtv, Dt, r - (Dt" Dt:|i rl

22
= T "iDlú i "r 

Av+ú 
¡ r.l + \ "1l,tv i lttAy,¡,{t ¡ nl

j=l j=l

2

+l@I*\efilú¡¡oABf5ü¡r,*i[r¡noABrsú¡n])i,, (5.8)
j=l

(II I For')i, + gzIt I Fít" Apu forT + ffi| llt ro Dts I - (Dr t¡t r" ¡1

2:7"5,I[ú¡¿rAo'ú¡r.1. (5.9)
j=l

Performing now the va¡iation with respect to the left-hand and right-hand parts

of !ü1 and !ú2 we obtain the Dirac equations:

ie'¡TAla, - iora,Yr - Lnrü", * r,] ür¿ - firutr* r"

- f,hr,e\e"e4uuoABf6'Itrr, 
*Yy¡ = Q, (5.10)
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ie'¡tAla, - iun,Y,r - Lnü'" * r,] úzr - ftrurrt*
- f,hne\e"eF,uoABlsvzt *Y2¡ = g,

ie'rtAla, - iua,Y,t, +r,]ürn - ftru"r*r*

- f,t..rce\e"sFunoA'I'svrR 
* YrR : o,

ie'¡tAla, - iua,Y,, +\]üzn - #6ru"r*r^

- lt,lce\e"eF,roA}T5'QzR 
tY2p = g 

,

where the Yukawa couplings are given after symmetry breaking by

| -#q \

'" =l -#"" + Gomen 
| ''"- | -#u"+G2ernuRl'

\ -¿" + Gsarndn I

/ -#"u \

""=l-*'"+G*mun| '| -#"t + G6a,m,cn 
I

\ --h', + Gaamsn J

Y, R = ft: = -T,:^..2','::,\,
\ 

"r" 
= -#a* + Gso*at )

yz n = (;:.== -#"::::'"::\
\ Y"o = -#t.*G6ams7 f

The Einstein equations are

(5.11)

(5.12)

(5.13)

(5.14)

(5.15)
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Rru -!rnu,*+ s,",ve)= * 
{-;Él'úrrrrv 

,üt jr -v,ú¡tt¡"v¡r.f

.2

- i Dtqrrtuv,ú¡n- V,iÚ¡¡l¡,![¡a]
j=l

2

- inIt| e e,etB Fnolú ¡ trs V ¡ t + i!'¡Rrsv¡n]
j=l

+ Élr¡r,, - la,,r^o r^of

+ r tptí, r,,o - !4g,ul-^o p.^of

" rtlta - 
r rl @ 

" 
r ) - rro 

n, {a^ r r) la) 11 )]

. ffi [,o 
t It)(v,D -rno*(v^rtxv^o]] .

(5.16)

The field equation for the dilaton field is

fr 
o^ o 

^ 

t, + rc2 I y F t" Fr, * fi;it,ú¡rru u,¡r, * iú¡nf' i[¡n]

- f,ne\e"sF,uú ¡ñABl5ú ir, - f,ne\e""F,uú ¡p,oABf5ü¡n = 0. (5.17)

The field equation for the Higgs field is

V"o,, + p,2r +frttlrl] -lIFouuF,,u

- 2[éppQ,,e,0,0)t¡ * G2pp(v,,e,0,o)t7 + Gsen(vp tt,0,0)'r,

+ G{pn(up,1.t,0,0)'¡, + éu¿a(0, 0,u,d,.)t¡ * é65¿(0, 0,u,d'")tt

+ GTdp(o,o,c,s.)t¿ * és3¡(0,0, c,s")tL + ésapCt(0,0,u,d,")t¡

+ GrcepCt (0, 0, u, d.)'¡, r GnanCt (0,0,u,S.)tL * GpepCt(0,0, o, r")i,l = o .

(5.18)
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We have now all the field equations and using the symmetry breaking of Sec. 4,

we proceed to make the Weinberg decomposition in order to obtain the final equa-

tions and to interpret the results. This will be done in the next section.

6. Weinberg Decompositions

We proceed to carry out the decomposition of the field equations' to do so we employ

the Weinberg decomposition22

Zt, = Asucw * Busyy ,

At, = -Asrsw * Bncly ,

WÍ = Alr+iA2u,

wherc Cw = cos(0w), sw = sin(|w) and Ory is the Weinberg angle. á, is now the

electromagnetic gauge field and Zuthe neutral boson. Proceeding as usual in the

Weinberg-Salam theory

Zt"r=Zri¡"-Z¡"ir,

Ap, = Ari¡, - A¡ri, ,

Wf,, =w,*tp-wü,,
the electron charge is given by

é=gtC-=g2S-.

The decomposed field equations a,re the following:

Dirac equations:

fot v.

hP(0u *lu)v. +f;oztuwf er +L@zc- * qJ,s-)1p Zuv"

i
+ iheepu"rÑls-zr, + c*Ar,)oABr. = o,

(6.1)

(6.2)

(6.3)

(6.4)

(6.5)

(6.6)

(6.7)

(6.8)

for e¡

4p(0u - ié,At" *I u)e1+lSoztuw;r" -f,{nr^ - s1s-)1p Zue¡

+ f,tr"\"ítffi(s-z¡", + c-A,",)oA' ", + Glarne, : s, (6'9)

fot ut

¿r, (a u + 
lte,+ u+ r,),,¿ + 

f,onu 
w I d L + r(n,"- - !0,, *) f z uu "

- f,ttu¡"; tMG(s-Z¡,, + c-Au,)oA"u" + G2anup = Q , (6.10)
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fot d,1

¿r* (au -lree* +r,)ar, +|oztuw;*" - tU(*^ *!0,,-)f zua,

- Lrni"itffils-zr, + c-Au,)ooud,, + Gsandp: e, (6.11)

for vu

itu (0 t" * t u)v u + f,ozt*w I u t + 
f,@zc- 

* 91 s -)1F Z nv u

i- .. -.-+ ¡Ip¡Pee',tffi1s-zu, * c-Au,)oo"ru =0, (6.12)

for p,y

itu(Ou - iéAt, *tu)tr" +|wpW;ru - f,bu- - hs-)lp Zt,Ft

* Llnl"í rM(s-L,* + c-Au,)oA" tr" + Gatrrnpp - 0 , (6.13)

for c¿

n,, (a u + |t 
ee u+ ru) 

"¿ 
+ 

t 
ozt,w I s L + r(*^ - !0,, -) f 2," 

"
;

- Utrefe;tffid1s-Zru + c-A*,)ao" 
"" + Gsancp = e, (6.14)

for s¿

or,(au -laeen)," +Is,t,wt"" -;(0,"- +!0,,.)f zu,"

- |tr"i";r@(s.z¡,, + c-Au,)oA" r" + G6ansp = Q, (6.15)

for ep

hu(Ou - i¿,Ap *l )ep * g1s-1P Zuep

- itr"i"; tffiG(s-z¡", + c-Ar,)oA" 
"^ 

+ Glarnel = Q , (6.16)

for up

¿r* (au + 
zgreer+ 

ru) un - luor"-tu z ru*

- Ltr"t"ir@6-zu, + c-Au,)oouur+ G2anu¡,: Q, (6.17)
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for d,n

n,, (a, - lnee,r -) d^ - in,,-ru z ud*

;
- ,tt"¡"; t@(s-z¡,, + c-Au,)oA'd^ + Gs&nd'1 = Q, (6'18)

for c¿

¿r, (au + f,;ee,+ ru) 
"n - lo,,.tu z,"o

;
- itt"¡ "; lffic(s-z¡,, + c-Au,)oA" ", + Gsanc¿ : Q , (6'19)

for sn

¿ru (au - loaer, -),. - *s,,-'y 
u zu,*

;
-,tt.¡ ";'/ta"c(s-Z¡r, + c-Aur)oAut. + Gaanst' = o' (6'20)

The Yang-Mills equations in the lower energy limit [where /r = /0, see Eq. (6.27)

belowl are the following:

for photon:

Af¡ +za{rgwr.u¡itw-t\ +;lw+t"^w; +w-u^wtrr-tl(#r- - A-)

x [(w+) +w-\)(wÍ +wu) +i(w+\ -w-^)(wtr -w;)]

- (#t^ - Á^) [(w+u +w-,)2 - i(w+t' - t-')'1]]

= 1 
lert^"" -?art^ut +lrdrt^d,t | -tttt^ tr, -25er1^""

+ ]s¿'¡rr¿ * ép1\ep -'lr^r^u^ +lldg^a*

* -trn''t^ ttn -?r*r^"^* |r"r'r"] + 'Meffl(ú.ol\v" * é¡ol^e1

- ú,¡oP^u¡ - d^ot"\d¿ * úuo,\vu * -ltrop\ l.tt, - E¿oP\c¡ - t""-^trrl,::rr,
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for Z, boson:

z f¡ - zsr"* 
{t1wt+ 

tu 
¡. ¡ry -tx, * *l* 

* *^ w ; + w -, ^w ll

_ry1?, _#o.)Í(w+\ +w-\)(w[ +w,)

+i(w+^ -w-^)(wtr -w;)l

- (t^ - #o^)l(w+, +w-F)2 - i(w+t'l - t-r)'f] )
. {'*lfr.'zl'.
1 l.

= U? l(ottr 
+ g2cw)(t'"'t^v. * t,p"t^vp)

* (fisw - g2cw)(éL"t^er, t Frtl^pr)

* (nr"* - **'r) (a"''t^u, * ért^ct)

- (nr"* * ]r,rr) (dn^d't + ,-rr^rr)] * slssr(e,.1^ea + Fnt\ pa)

- lorr*(rr"t^u* + e n'..^cn) - !^r*@rt^d^ +Fa'v)sa)

,tffi* -f "*l(l,.op^v. 
* étop\er - u¡,op^u¡ - d¡ou^d,y

+ úuop\v, * -l.tt op^ l.cr - -c¡op\c¡ - i¡oq\ s)lru , $.22)

for W+ boson:

Wjr\ - ig2{l2W-lx1cw Z,') - tw Arl)1,, -W+p\(cwz, - s1ryAu\)

+ w, (cw zp\ - sw Au^) + ig2lw + t" (w,"iwi + w usw ^3)

+Wfw;+w{wilw]f)} +ffiw+*

- g2lé11qv. + d¿1pu1 * ltt"lqup l Sr"tPcrl, (6.23)
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for W- boson:

W,iu^ - ig2{lzW+Í^@* Zr'1 - sw At'l)lu" +W-p^(cwZ* - ssAp^)

+wf(cwzp^ - swAr^) + ig2lrry-u(w*.iw^i +w*sw\3)

+ wrwi+w{wi)w;|¡ +ffiw-,

- g2ll,"1^ e¡ * ú,t 1^ dt * úr'l^ l.rr * e¡7^ s ¡l .

Equations (6.9)-(6.20) give the mass terms for the electron, muon, u, d,, c, arrd. s

qua,rks. They show two contributions, a preonic term3 proportional to #, which is
a consequence of the dimensional reduction and is cancelled by the Yukawa preonic
contribution and another one that emerges from symmetry breaking i.e., G¡am
or Gjan.

From Eqs. (6.21)-(6.24) we find that the photon continues being massless, and
that the squared mass for theW and, Z bosons are, respectivel¡

¡¡2 so'g?
tutw = r6nc'

M2= {'*lfr+úf
These results enable us to evaluate ¿ and the Yukawa constants Gr.

In order to match these theoretical predictions with the experimental results,re'23

we must fulfill the requirement that fr : cos2(\w).This leads us to conclude that
our dilatonic field, 11 in its linea¡ vacuum, must have a ground state, in which it is a
constant, Io *0, and g¡", =rl¡rr,Ft, =0,Fftr= 0 and ?oo = 0 is a minimum. This
is in fact the case according to our field equations; the ground state is degenerate
and exists for any arbitrary constant value of I : Io, as can be seen in (5.8) up
to (5.17).24-26

Flom this point of view, we can choose an appropriate value of -Is in order to
obtain the true boson masses; one finds

It:l' (6.27)

Beside the usual terms of a Weinberg-Salam-Glashow theory in a curved space-

time we find that as consequence of the dimensional reduction, there are two a¡oma-
lous momenta, one related to the electromagnetic gauge field A" and the other oue

associated with the weak gauge field 2,.3 In Gaussian units these momenta have

the value 
lrlr*e c- x 5.9x 10-32 e cm (6.2g)
zc

(6.24)

(6.25)

(6.26)
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for the atromalous electromagnetic momentum and

(6.2e)

for the weak anomalous momentum. The interaction of these momenta with their
corresponding gauge fields appea^r in the Yang-Mills equations (6.21)-(6.24) and

they produce additional pola,rization currents.

This model is readily extended to include the third fundamental family

t[s = (6.30)

and all our previous conclusions stand.
In conclusion, we have shown that the standa¡d model can be obtained from a¡

eight-dimensional gravity theory taking the principal fiber bundle structure with an

enlarged Yukawa coupling and interpreting the effective cosmological constant as the
Higgs potential. The correct gauge boson masses as well as the fermionic ones are

given by the theory. It seems to be that in order to introduce the gravitational
interaction in a unified mathematically consistent theor¡ the extra dimensions

are needed.
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